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About This Game

Description:

The plot:
When a person becomes too lazy to perform his functions, he comes up with all sorts of simplification.

Mankind has invented them - aim to simplify your life. Mechanoids had to perform all kinds of activities.
And at some point completely replace humans in the workspace.But slowly make the perfect workers, the people made a

mistake.
This mistake cost the lives of more than 80% of the world population, because the mechanoids are out of control - they began to

kill everything that moves.

For the time mechanoids held on our mortal planet, they have changed a lot. Now most of the planet surrounded by rocks.
Floating in the air dust from the destroyed buildings. The mechanoids themselves become covered with stone chips.

And they began to build their structures, which are called hives. Hives transform the earth into a more useful resource for
mechanoid - stone.

With which they build their world.

But not all the people died. So raise all the forces to defeat what we have created!

Classes:
Trooper:

Specialization: Neutral class, fit for standard fighting.
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Description: world champion in 7 martial arts, "you" brand with any weapon(sniper hates). Steeper it only Deadshot.
Motto: "Load."

Scout:
Specialization: Rapid movement.

Description: the Most mobile of the classes, she is experienced in all types of light weapons.
Dossier: Former marine, trained in combat in any condition, faster than him and cats only Usain Bolt.

Motto: "I wasn't even there".

Sniper:
Specialization: ranged combat.

Description: Class of fit for combat in the distance.
Dossier: Agent of MI-6, graduated from Oxford, speaks 9 languages, knows rifle weapons as their 5 fingers.

Motto: "And we by eye".

Heavy:
Specialization: Protection and support heavy weapons.

Description: a CIA Agent under cover, has all kinds of heavy and pump action weapons.
Motto: "Protection? I - Protection".

Features characters:
Agility - it affects how quickly to move the character, and as the number of deviations from the blows and shots of the enemy.

Intelligence - depends on it, oddly enough, the intelligence of the character:that is, how well will the lead character during battle.
Protection - it depends on how much the character takes damage of the enemy.

Health - depends on it, a number health needs to be the character.
Power - it depends on what kind of damage will cause the character at the enemy.

Perks:
Health - gives the player double health.

Protection - gives the player 10 units of protection.
Damage - gives the player enhanced. damage.
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Title: The Sunset
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Enjoy Games
Publisher:
Enjoy Games
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7

Processor: with a clock frequency of 1.2 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 32 MB VRAM compatible with DirectX 8

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space
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Got a coupon after making a badge. 50% off why not? Needless to say, I got a refund for $1.50. The game needs a huge amount
of bugfixing, UI improvements, hitbox fixes, physics engine tweaks, or maybe just a lot more attention. I do look forward to
seeing what may change.

 I might update in the future after early access but at this point in time, in my opinion it's not worth it as it is right now.. Just like
FPS Creator, GameGuru is the pandora box of indie gaming as it opened the door to more shovelwares.

That being said, Elves Adventure is nothing but an abysmal mishmash of asset flip that shows a great lack of understanding of
what makes an FPS enjoyable:

1. Inconsistent visual art style
2. Horrendous level design (game starts in a "mario-like" world, and then we get to explore some mines, and then an "oriental"
palace)
3. Unbalanced enemy encounter design (invisible foes shooting with pin-point accuracy, really!?)
4. Loads of clipping bugs
5. Long loading time
6. Poor performance
7. Lack of context to keep the player engaged

Sure, there is a first time for everyone. Without experimention, trial and error, we cannot gain experience. However, some early
attempts are better kept hidden from the public.

It's hard to justify the quality of a game with the price tag when there are good free-to-play games in the market...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=h-mSqASQDgs

Rating:
0.1 \/ 10. Helps set the mood. Perfect for relaxing. Magic muffins optional.. It's actually a rather fun top-down racer. Like a
TRON-flavored R.C. Pro-Am. And since it's all 2D, it runs quite well on just about any laptop.. Love it! Surprisingly inventive
and shockingly cool for a game based on a 'pretty well-known' piece of literature.
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glitchy glitchy, not worked on compatible mac or windows. tried numerous times, sure some people get lucky. cheap enough to
forget about it. is good but not has good has rome 1. Actually a dead game. Unreasonably.. Don't Buy This
Game\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665No Control Config Option.. And Also No Servers Available .. I Waste My
Money\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 :\\. I created a first look video for this game. If you want to see some gameplay click
here! https://youtu.be/STdA5cGLnVE

Trimmer Tycoon... This game was originally on Kongregate and is currently looking at a 2 star rating on that platform. This
game is (in my own opinion) worthy of that 2 star rating on steam, however, I think the game has more worth on a platform such
as kongregate or even as a mobile game. Currently this game is not on mobile but alas, I think it feels more like a mobile game
than a computer game. If you are looking for a quick game to pass the time while you wait on something else, than this game is
the game for you. I can't see myself spending any extra time playing this game but again, that is just me.
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